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Andean Report

by Peter Rush
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sidering appointing De Soto as his
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prime minister.
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President Carlos Menem, who was

velopment perspective with a populist

Fujimori has announced that he

elected as a Peronist, but who adopted

base among Lima's millions of poor

will visit the United States, Japan, and
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people. De Soto, born to a Peruvian

South Korea before his inauguration

gram as soon as he was safely installed

oligarchic family, trained in Switzer
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form of a warning to Peru's President
elect Alberto Fujimori that if he

El Otro Sendero (The Other Path) in
1987, now the bible of his movement.

with him. Fujimori has made clear for

doesn't junk what Montaner called his
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paying interest to the International

"leftist, demagogic guise," he runs the
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Monetary Fund, despite the extreme

danger of being overthrown in a coup.
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Montaner painted a picture of tanks

the government and private business
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surrounding the government com

to develop the economy, with the state

The international press has joined

plex, and said that "to avoid this night

having the role of investing in infra

the chorus "warning" Fujimori that

mare, it is possible that Mr. Fujimori

structure, protecting developing new

the only hope for him, and for Peru,

will have to govern as Mr. Vargas

industries from cheap imports, and

is to follow the example of Argentina,

Llosa would have done."
Mario Vargas Llosa was the ultra
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De Soto opposes to this the total

strict liberal economic measures. Har

monetarist candidate whom Fujimori

deregulation of state controls, the end

vard's Jeffrey Sachs, the designer of
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Bolivia's disastrous economic policy,

tries, and, above all, the primacy of

and whose program is now wrecking
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While Fujimori has still to name

"informal

economy"-e.g.,

some time that he intends to resume

17 to

drugs-as the engine of development.
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tries that have proliferated in Lima,
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to do just what Montaner called on
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mier businessman's association, an

about
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his cabinet, or define his economic
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The strongest signal of Fujimori's
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designed

at
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Brookings Institution of Washington,

intent is his manifest connection to
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D.C. being supervised by none other

Hernando de Soto, head of Lima's

Gutierrez, the father of "liberation

than Jeffrey Sachs.
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